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QUESTION 1

What are the key steps to implement currency conversion in a calculation view? 

A. Enable the measure for conversion Choose client, source and target currencies Choose conversion date and rate
type Build the conversion rule 

B. Enable the measure for conversion Choose client, source and target currencies Choose conversion date and rate
type Assign the conversion rule to your calculation view 

C. Assign semantic type Choose client, source and target currencies Choose conversion date and rate type Define an
expression in a calculated column 

D. Assign semantic type Enable the measure for conversion Choose client, source and target currencies Choose
conversion date and rate type 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

How do you embed a decision tree in to your calculation view using a table function? Note: There are 2 correct answers
to this question. 

A. Call the SAP-provided PAL decision tree procedure from the table function 

B. Use dynamic SQL in the table function to generate the SQL code 

C. Copy and adapt the SQL code generated by a flow graph into the table function 

D. Build a flow graph and call it from the table function using input parameters 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What are the components of a custom text analysis? 

Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

A. Rule set 

B. Python script 

C. Term Document Matrix 

D. Dictionary 

E. Configuration 
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Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 4

Why do you create calculation views of data category DIMENSION with type TIME? 

A. To provide the time intervals required by time-dependent parent-child hierarchies. 

B. To store historical version of attributes. 

C. To add a temporal condition to a join to find matching records from two tables based on a date. 

D. To provide additional time-related navigation possibilities 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following techniques can you use to improve the performance of calculation views? 

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Limit the number of stacked calculation views 

B. Avoid aggregating data early in the dataflow 

C. Implement union pruning 

D. Partition large tables 

Correct Answer: AD 
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